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Most people can start ankle rehab exercise within three days of an ankle injury if it's not too serious. But there is no set schedule. Listen to your own body and follow the doctor's advice. During the first few days, you will need to rest and apply an ice pack to your injured ankle for 10 to 15 minutes every few hours. Don't let the ice touch
your skin and don't leave it on for so long that it burns you. For many people, the rest period is about three days. After that, you can gradually increase the use of the ankle and start a program of home exercises or physiotherapy. For non-athletes, a doctor's prescribed home exercise alone can be just as good as a controlled exercise
program. A 2007 study of 102 people who sprained their ankles showed no major difference in recovery after one year of a controlled exercise program compared to standard care with uncontrolled home exercise. Discuss rehab with your doctor and do your own research to help you decide which treatment is best for you. A range of
motionstretchingstrtheningbalance and controlThese exercises of simple movement you can do up to 5 times a day, which can help you maintain range of motion and flexibility in your ankle.1. Ankle alphabet On the sofa or comfortable chair. Force your leg and trace the letters of the alphabet in the air with a large foot. If there is no pain,
you can repeat it 2 or 3 times. This gentle exercise will help you move your ankle in all directions. Knee motionSit in a chair with his foot flat on the floor. Keeping your foot on the floor, slowly move your knee from side to side for 2-3 minutes. It stretches and relaxes the ligaments around the ankle. Towel and fabric scrunchesPlace a small
towel on the floor in front of you while you sit in a hard chair. With shoes and socks, gently take the towel off your feet, squeeze it, and count on 5. Then release the towel and repeat. Do this 8 to 10 times or less if you feel pain. You can also try this with a cloth. Your Achilles tendon attaches your calf muscles to the heel bone, passing
behind your ankle. Stretching the Achilles tendon is the next set of exercises to take over as soon as you can. 4. Towel stretch Sit on the floor with your foot stretched out in front of you. Wrap a towel or strap around the ball's legs. Pull back on the towel to let your hands move towards you. Hold the stretch for 15 to 30 seconds. Don't do
this. You only need to feel a mild to moderate stretch on the calf muscle. 5. The permanent calf is stretched face to wall or in front of the countertop and put his hands on it for support. Place your injured ankle about one step back and have your good foot forward. Keeping the back heel flat on the floor, slowly bend the knee of a good leg
until you feel a moderate stretch on the injured side. Repeat this 3 times, holding for 30 seconds. 6. Heel raisestost with your hands in front of you, leaning against the wall, the wall, or a chair back for support. With your legs shoulder-width apart, slowly climb on your toes and get back down. Do about 10 of them at first and work up to 20
or more. Remember that you only want a moderate stretch and no pain. When they become light, you can switch to it only with your feet on your injured side. 7. One-legged balance With your hands on the wall, countertop, or chair back, lift a good leg behind you, so your weight rests on your leg with an injured ankle. Try to hold it for 20 to
30 seconds. As you get stronger, try to do so only with the support of one or two fingers. When you're stronger, do it without holding on. If you have a good range of motion and can comfortably carry the weight on a sprained ankle, it's time for the next step - strengthening the exercise. These exercises require band resistance. It's a simple
gum that you can get in a sporting goods store, online, or a physiotherapist's office.8 The elastic band pushThis is a variation of the towel stretch, but with resistance. Sit on the floor. Prop the ankle with a rolled towel or floating noodles to keep the heel off the floor. Place the rubber band around the ball's legs and hold the two ends. Now
slowly press your ankle forward as you point your finger at your finger. Then slowly return it. Repeat it 10 times. Do not use the strip if there is any pain, or if your ankle feels wobbly. 9. Resilient strip pullTie your resistance group around heavy objects such as a table or table leg. Sitting on the floor, plug your legs and upper leg into the
strip. Now slowly pull your leg back towards you and return it to an upright position. Repeat it 10 times. 10. Ankle outTie your resistance group around a heavy object. Sit or stand and hook the inside of the leg at the end of the strip. Slowly move your foot outside and back. Repeat 10 times at first, and build up to 20 times. You can also do
this by sitting with your ankle propped up on a rolled towel or noodle. Tie the loop at the end of the resistance band and hook it around the leg. Now organize a group to also get around your good leg. Your good leg acts like a rod. Holding on to the end of the lane, turn off your ankle. Repeat 10 times on the first, and build up to 20
times.11. Ankle in the resistance strip is tied around a heavy object, hook inside the leg into the strip. Now slowly move your foot inwards against the resistance band and return it. Repeat 10 times, and build up to 20 times. A key part of rehabilitation is the restoration of muscle control. If you have a sprain, the nerve fibers are damaged.
As you regain strength, your brain has to restore its sense of where your ankle is and how to accurately move it. This feeling is called proprioception.12 Basic balance Stand on the injured leg, lift the other leg off the floor behind you, and try to keep your balance. Use or a chair back for support if you feel unstable. Try to keep this for a few
seconds in Then build up to 30 seconds and 1 minute if you can. 13. Balance with your eyes closed Now repeat the basic balance exercises with your eyes closed. It's much harder because you don't have visual reference points to help you balance. Be sure to have something to support. Again, try to work up to 30 seconds and 1 minute if
you can.14. Pillow balanceDo is the same basic balance exercises while standing on a pillow. It's much more complicated. Even if your ankle is not dislocated, your foot will hover around a lot and you will constantly need to fix your balance. See if you can get up to 30 seconds to 1 minute. Stop if you start to feel pain in your ankle. 15.
Pillow balance with your eyes closed This is the most challenging exercise. See how long you can keep your balance while standing on a pillow with your eyes closed. Be sure to have something available for support. Work up to 30 seconds to 1 minute if you can. But don't despair if you can't. With these exercises you are retraining and
improving the signals between the ankle and the brain. Your doctor will prescribe a type of ankle brace depending on the type and severity of the sprain. In the past, hard casts were often used. But studies have shown that they have slowed recovery in many cases. Braces are now in use. Three types of ankle braces are: lace-up ankle
bracesstirrup ankle braceselastic ankle braces You can also use an elastic bandage and learn how to make compression packaging to support your injured ankle. Each one adds stability while the sprain heals. Depending on the design of the brace, it can also reduce swelling in the early stages. If you have a very severe sprain, the doctor
may apply a short leg tossed within two to three weeks. If you have repeated ankle sprains, ankle stabilization surgery may be an option, especially if conservative treatments like braces and exercise have not helped. There is evidence that surgery can provide longer relief and reduce relapse rates more than normal treatment for people
with repeated ankle injuries. Ankle sprains are very common. The severity can vary greatly. Sometimes you won't know that you dislocated it until a few hours later when you see swelling or bruising, and feel increased pain. You should seek treatment even for minor sprains. Your doctor will determine the best type of bracket to use and
assign an exercise program to suit your specific needs. Usually you can start moving or have very light exercise within three days of the injury. Recovery time depends on the severity of the sprain, your age and overall physical health. Ankle sprains are common injuries that can lead to lifelong problems. Some with repeated or severe
sprains can develop long-term joint pain and weakness. Treatment of a sprained ankle can help prevent ongoing ankle problems. Rehabilitation (rehabilitation) exercises are crucial to ensure that the ankle heals completely and re-treatment does not occur. You can start healing by going or weighing some weight, weight, using crutches if
necessary, if you can do so without much pain. Start your rehabilitation with range exercise in the first 72 hours after the injury. Continue further rehabilitation, including stretching, strength training, and balance exercises, over the next few weeks to several months. You can do rehab exercises at home or even in the office to strengthen
your ankle. Start each exercise slowly and use your pain level to guide you in this these exercises. Lighten up if you have more than mild pain. Below are some examples of typical rehabilitation (rehabilitation) exercises. Keep in mind that the timing and type of rehabilitation exercises recommended for you may vary depending on the
preferences of your doctor or physiotherapist. Range-of-motion exercises begin immediately after the injury. Try doing these exercises then putting ice on your ankle, up to 5 times a day. It's easy to do while you're at a table or watching TV. Try the following simple range motion exercise: Trace the alphabet with your noka, which
encourages ankle movement in all directions. Track the alphabet 1 to 3 times. Sit in a chair with your foot flat on the floor. Slowly move your knee from side to side while keeping your leg pressed flat. Continue for 2 to 3 minutes. Towel curls. Sitting, place your foot on a towel on the floor and crunch the towel towards you with your feet.
Then, also using your hands, press the towel away from you. Make this exercise more challenging by placing a weighted object, such as soup can, on the other end of the towel. Start exercises to stretch your Achilles tendon as soon as you can do it without pain. The Achilles tendon connects the calf muscles on the back of the shin with
the bone at the base of the heel. Try a towel stretch if you need to sit down, or try a calf stretch if you can stand. Towel stretch. Sit with your foot right in front of you. Place the rolled-up towel under the ball of your foot, holding the towel at both ends. Gently pull the towel towards you while keeping the knee straight. Hold this position for 15
to 30 seconds, and repeat 2 to 4 times. With moderate to severe ankle sprains, it can be too painful at first to pull your feet far enough to feel a sprain in your calf. Use caution and let the pain be your guide. Stretching the calf. Stand facing the wall with your hands on the wall at about eye level. Put the leg you want to stretch about a step
behind the other leg. Keeping the back heel on the floor, bend the front knee until you feel a sprain in the back leg. Hold the stretch for 15 to 30 seconds. Repeat 2 to 4 times. Repeat the exercise with the back of the knee bent slightly, still keeping the back heel on the floor. This will stretch another part of the calf muscles. Talk to your
doctor or about the timing of strengthening exercises for the ankle. Usually you can start them when you are able to stand without increased pain or swelling. Do 8 to 12 repetitions of these exercises once or twice a day for 2 2 4 weeks, depending on the severity of the injury. Start by sitting with your foot on the floor and pushing it outward
against a real object such as a wall or heavy furniture. Hold for about 6 seconds and then relax. Once you feel comfortable with this, try using rubber tube loops around the outside of your leg for resistance. Push your foot away from the pipes and then count on 10 as you slowly bring your foot back into the middle. Still sitting, put your feet
together flat on the floor. Squeeze the injured leg inside to the other leg. Hold for about 6 seconds and then relax. Then place the heel of the other leg on top of the injured one. Push down the top heel, trying to push with an injured leg. Hold for about 6 seconds and then relax. Usually you can start balance and control exercises when you
are able to stand without pain. But talk to your doctor or physiotherapist about the exact time. Also, don't try these exercises if you couldn't do them easily before the injury. If you think you would feel unstable doing these exercises when your ankle was healthy, you run the risk of falling when you try them with an injured ankle. Practice
your balance exercises at least once a day, repeating it about 6 times in each session. Stand only on the injured leg, holding your hands to the side with your eyes open. If you feel unstable, stand in the doorway so you can put your hands on the door frame to help you. Balance for as long as you can, working up to 60 seconds. When you
can do this for 60 seconds, try exercise number 2. Stand only on the injured leg and keep your hands on your chest with your eyes open. When you can do this for 60 seconds, try exercise number 3. Stand only on the injured leg, keep your hands to the sides and close your eyes. If you feel unstable, stand in the doorway so you can put
your hands on the door frame to help you. When you can do this for 60 seconds, try exercise number 4. Stand only on the injured leg, keep your hands on your chest and close your eyes. Balance for as long as you can, working up to 60 seconds. Stretching exercises should continue on a daily basis and especially before and after
exercise to help prevent re-arms. Even once your ankle feels better, continue strengthening exercise and balance and control exercise several times a week to keep your ankles strong. Strong. ankle sprain exercises physiopedia. ankle sprain exercises physiotherapy. physio exercises for high ankle sprain. high ankle sprain physiotherapy
exercises. physio exercises after ankle sprain
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